
PARENTS’ SESSION 

Connecting home and school together makes us a great community of learners. Keeping this in mind, MAPS 

Primary Wing organized a PARENT SESSION on 27TH November 2021. 

 

Parents are the gems in everybody’s life. Without the love and support of parents, a child cannot succeed in 

their life. It is a true saying that parents are our first teacher.  

Three parents volunteered to give sessions for classes 3,4 and 5 respectively. 

The sessions with the welcoming of the parents by the PRIMARY WING COORDINATOR, MS NEHA GROVER. 

For class 3, Ms Beenu Attri ( PTA member ) and Ms. Pratibha Sharma ( Yoga Trainer ) gave their session on the 

theme “BREATHE FOR LIFE – THE YOGA CLASS”.  

A few minutes of Yoga during the day can be a great way to get rid of stress that accumulates daily, in both, 

body and the mind. With this thought, the session included various yoga poses for the students. The parent 

motivated the staff and conveyed the importance of making yoga an integral part of our daily life. The session 

was very refreshing, reviving and relaxing. 

For class 4, Ms Shweta Thakur ( Law Graduate ) conducted the session on “INDIAN GEOPGRAPHICAL 

DEMOGRAPHY AND SOME FACTS ON HOW INDIAN CONSTITUION WORKS”. 

Ms Shweta got a PPT ready for her where she mentioned various facts and learnings for the students. The 

session was knowledgeable for the students and they learnt various things about their country.  

For class 5, Ms.Ranjeeta Kashyap conducted the session on the theme “KEEPING OURSELVES SAFE DURING 

COVID TIMES AND AIR POLLUTION”. 

Getting outdoors is a favourite pastime of adults and children alike. But with the continuing COVID-19 

pandemic, parents are faced with navigating how to enjoy being outside while protecting their family’s health. 

But there are various ways which we all can follow to keep ourselves safe at this difficult time and the same 

was beautifully explained by Ms Ranjeeta.  

She also talked about air pollution and what measures we as individuals can take to curb it. 

All the sessions were very interactive and the speakers answered many queries raised by the participants. 

MAPS would definitely hope to organise such sessions in future as well. 

The session ended with a vote of thanks and followed by participants feedback. 

 

 


